ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

With your purchase of a Portfolio Protection service agreement you automatically receive these additional benefits to compliment your mechanical repair coverage.

Trip Interruption
When a covered breakdown disables your Recreational Vehicle and the covered repairs are completed more than 100 miles away from your residence, we will reimburse you for lodging and meal expenses incurred while covered repairs are being completed. See your service agreement for additional details.

Substitute Transportation
Substitute Transportation Coverage reimbursement available for eligible breakdowns with receipt from valid rental agency. See your service agreement for eligibility requirements and for coverage amounts per occurrence.

Towing Assistance
If towing becomes necessary due to a breakdown of a covered component, actual towing costs, not payable by insurance, will be covered up to $350.

Transferability
For added resale value, your coverage can be transferred to a new owner, should you decide to sell your recreational vehicle.

Ask your sales representative for more details about all the coverage options available for your new purchase.

This brochure is not a contract. It is an overview of benefits for marketing purposes only. See your service contract for all details of coverage, benefits, terms, conditions and exclusions.

The contract contains exclusions which should be reviewed and considered prior to purchase. Items or circumstances not covered under the plan are listed within the What is Not Covered section of the service contract. This brochure does not intend to list all items covered or excluded, so the contract should be referenced for specific details.

A printed sample of this service contract is available upon request.

The protection provided by this Portfolio Protection service contract is not affiliated with or sponsored by any vehicle manufacturer.

The purchase of a service contract is not required to finance or purchase a motor vehicle.
PROTECTION FOR YOUR INVESTMENT

Now that you have purchased your new recreational vehicle, you will want to make it last for years to come. Be prepared for unexpected mechanical breakdowns by securing coverage today!

Your recreational vehicle is not only your home away from home, it’s the vehicle that gets you to your desired destinations. There’s nothing more frustrating than having your vacation interrupted by a mechanical breakdown. Whether you own a motorhome, 5th wheel, travel trailer or conversion van, you’ll want to make sure you’re protected from the risk of high unexpected repair costs. You can rest easier knowing you are covered with Portfolio Protection’s Recreational Vehicle Service Agreement.

Mechanical Repair Coverages

With several coverage options available, Portfolio can provide you with the coverage that is best suited to your specific motoring needs.

EXCLUSIONARY COVERAGE

No RVing experience is complete without all the essential amenities and comforts of your home on the road. Exclusionary Coverage is Portfolio’s most extensive coverage available for your recreational vehicle. After the manufacturer’s warranty expires, your Exclusionary Coverage provides for repair or replacement of all factory-installed original mechanical equipment on the covered vehicle except those items listed under What is Not Covered section of the service agreement.

Motorized RV Stated Coverage ensures you are covered for the essential mechanical components on your vehicle. Coverage includes items like:

- Engine
- Transmission
- Transfer Case
- Drive Axle Assembly
- Engine Cooling / Heating
- Fuel System
- Suspension
- Steering
- Brakes
- Air Conditioning
- Electrical
- Water System
- Waste System
- Hot Water Heater
- L.P. Gas System
- Range / Oven
- Refrigerator / Freezer
- Heating / Furnace
- Frame
- Auxiliary Generator
- Hydraulic Steps

OPTIONAL COVERAGE

Additional coverage options with Stated Coverage for protection of the following:

- Appliances
- Leveling Jacks
- Slide Outs
- Wheelchair Lift
- Audio / Video
- and more...

See Service Agreement for full details on available coverages, terms and conditions.